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The current special issue focuses on the potential of mentalizing as a translational construct for the
understanding and treatment of borderline personality disorder (BPD). Mentalizing, which provides
the central construct around which mentalization-based therapy (MBT) and theory is organized, refers to
the capacity to meaningfully reflect on the mind of others as well as the self. In this introductory article to the
special issue, we begin by discussing the need for and nature of translational research. We contend that
translational research in mental health and personality disorder, in particular, lags behind that of other
medical disorders because of the challenges inherent in meeting translational criteria. We discuss these
criteria and we demonstrate the potential of the construct of mentalizing to meet translational criteria in
the context of BPD. This article thereby provides the context for the other 3 papers in this special issue
which each represent a different point along the translational spectrum. In all, our aim is to provide a
foundation for the further evaluation of the usefulness and potential of mentalizing as translational
construct in the context of BPD.
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The Need for and Nature of Translational Research

Translational research is defined as the “effective translation of
the new knowledge, mechanisms, and techniques generated by
advances in basic science research into new approaches for pre-
vention, diagnosis, and treatment of disease [which is] essential for
improving health” (Fontanarosa & DeAngelis, 2002, p. 1728).
This process of utilizing knowledge from “bench-to-bedside” to
develop new interventions or treatment options is typically re-
ferred to as the first translational block (T1) in the clinical research
enterprise (Sung et al., 2003).

With the launch of the Clinical and Translational Science Award
(CTSA) program by the National Institutes of Health (NIH) in
2006, a new generation of research centers and programs has been
established, not only in the United States (US), but also in Europe
(Woolf, 2008). Currently 62 CTSA centers have been funded in
the US (NIH, 2014). In the US, 5,886 unique grants were awarded
for CTSA-Supported Work—of those, 437 were from NIMH for
mental health problems, equaling only $320 million (CTSA Con-
sortium, 2011) of the full $3,856 billion spent. And although a
steady decrease has been observed in mortality rates of cardiovas-
cular disease, stroke, and cancer thanks to translational efforts, the
evidence for reduced morbidity or mortality from any mental
illness is weaker (Insel, 2009; National Cancer Institute, 2008;
National Heart, Lung, and Blood Institute, 2007; Kessler, Ber-
glund, Borges, Nock, & Wang, 2005; Kessler, Demler, et al.,
2005). The evidence is also limited for reduction in disability in
most mental health patients in the United States despite in-

creases in the use of treatment (Insel, 2009). This state of affairs
is perhaps most true for personality disorders, with the majority
of translational efforts focusing on depression (Warden, Rush,
Trivedi, Fava, & Wisniewski, 2007), schizophrenia (Lieberman
et al., 2005), and bipolar disorder (Thase, 2007). That mental
health has fallen behind other medical conditions, and that
personality disorders are at the bottom of this heap, can be
understood against the background of several criteria that need
to be met for translational research to succeed. A review of
these criteria exposes the many challenges inherent in conduct-
ing translational research in personality disorder and other
mental disorders given the complexity of these disorders. And
although much research is still needed, it also highlights the
potential of constructs such as mentalizing and reward function
to help move forward the translation of basic sciences to inter-
vention science.

Criteria of Translational Research

First, it is widely acknowledged that translation not only takes
place from bench-to-bedside, but also from bedside-to-bench. In
other words, basic scientists discover new biological targets or
develop new tools and constructs for use with patients, while at the
same time, the observations from clinical researchers and clini-
cians are used by basic scientists to identify gaps in basic knowl-
edge and tools (Cicchetti & Toth, 2006).

Second, discoveries at the bench are not always biological in
nature. Whereas translational science is often equated with the
biological sciences, we emphasize here a broader understanding of
translational sciences (Gunnar & Cicchetti, 2009). For instance, a
developmental psychologist (a basic scientist who may have little
interest in clinical phenomena) may develop a head camera to
study visual experience in toddlers (Yoshida & Smith, 2008),
which, in turn may be used by a clinical researcher to examine
idiosyncratic visual experiences in autistic children. Or, a prima-
tologist may discover a basic social–cognitive capacity like theory
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of mind in chimpanzees (Premack & Woodruff, 1978), which is
then transported into the clinical sciences to better understand
social deficits associated with autism (Baron-Cohen, Leslie, &
Frith, 1985). In this broad view of translational science, mental
phenomena are not simply reduced to brain phenomena, and
even when biological targets are the focus of interest, “healthy
reductionism” (Grigorenko, 2009), which focuses on capturing
the Complexity of biology � Environment interactions instead
of linear relations between pathogens and behavioral pheno-
types, is used.

Third, translational research is in almost all cases interdisciplin-
ary. Interdisciplinary research refers to a study or group of studies
by scholars from two or more distinct scientific disciplines
(Aboelela et al., 2007). To be effective, the research is based on a
conceptual model that links or integrates theoretical frameworks
from those disciplines, uses study design and methodology that are
not limited to any one field, and requires the use of perspectives
and skills of the involved disciplines throughout multiple phases of
the research process (Aboelela et al., 2007). With increasing spe-
cialization within fields, interdisciplinary research is becoming the
rule rather than the exception, but it is not without its challenges.
A major barrier to interdisciplinary research (and therefore trans-
lational research) is the lack of crosstalk between disciplines. A
solution to this problem is the establishment of interdisciplinary
teams of investigators that can systematically address translational
questions (Cicchetti & Toth, 2006). Even then, researchers from
different disciplines will use the language of their disciplines. As
Cohen and Insel (2008) pointed out, translational research is often
in need of a “translator.” Such a translator should be a construct
that can easily move between disciplines. A good example in this
regard is “reward processing” which can be studied by cell biol-
ogists and sociologists alike (Sharp, Monterosso, & Montague,
2012).

Fourth, in the context of mental health, translational approaches
often consider the contribution of the brain in defining and ex-
plaining a disorder. Although biological approaches are not the
only avenue open to translational research, a biological approach
to mental disorders allows for the investigation of the pathophys-
iology of the disorder across multiple levels of analyses. In this
approach, basic science develops models for understanding nor-
mative behavior in healthy individuals. These models are then
applied to psychiatric populations to identify biomarkers or endo-
phenotypes that point to the mechanisms of attention, memory, and
other higher cognitive processes underlying the behavioral pheno-
types of psychiatric disorder. Biomarkers refer to characteristics
that are measured objectively as an index of a pathogenic process
or as a response to treatment (Carter et al., 2011), whereas endo-
phenotypes refer to well-specified physiological or behavioral
measures that occupy the terrain between disease symptoms (be-
havioral phenotypes) and risk genotypes (Insel & Cuthbert, 2009).
The final step in the translational approach involves the testing of
the biomarker as a mechanism of change in clinical trials. From
this perspective, for psychopathology, the modern translational
goal is to explain mental phenomena at multiple levels ranging
from neurobiological to psychological, but with enough detail so
that consequences at one level induce testable predictions at an-
other (Sharp, Monterosso, & Montague, 2012). Predictions and
interactions within the individual (e.g., interactions between genes

and neural circuitry) will be important in this regard, but it is
especially crucial to increase understanding of the interactions
between biology, psychological phenomena and the environment
(Cicchetti & Toth, 2006; Insel, 2009). In all, the interest in iden-
tifying endophenotypes as targets of behavior and molecular ge-
netics research on mental disorders may have a facilitative effect in
building bridges between basic science (bench) and practice (bed-
side; Grigorenko, 2009), but it is important to integrate the psy-
chological and environmental levels of analyses for this to be a
successful pursuit.

Related to the criterion of the identification of early biomarkers
of disease and the identification of endophenotypes that can trans-
late genes into observable behavior, a fifth criterion of translational
research is that it works best when it is developmental (Cicchetti &
Toth, 2006; Gunnar & Cicchetti, 2009; Insel, 2009). We have a
long tradition of focusing our research efforts on adults with
full-blown psychiatric disorder and entrenched cognitive and be-
havioral patterns. Insel (2009) likens this problem to diagnosing
coronary artery disease by a heart attack. By developing biomark-
ers for early identification of those at risk and targeting the basic
processes we believe to be most predictive of the development of
disorder, we have the opportunity to prevent the most disabling
aspects of mental disorders.

Another criterion of translational research when it works well is
that it allows for the development of pathways to personalized
treatment—essentially, it should answer the question “what works
for whom”? (Fonagy et al., 2005). Here, the translational re-
searcher is interested to know how a particular biomarker or
endophenotype is moderated by a variety of factors including
clinical history, the environment, psychological factors, genomics,
physiology, proteomics, and brain circuits. Translational research
also requires somewhat seamless transition from typical to atypical
samples—or more radically—from one species to another. A
well-known example in this regard is how fear and habituation
responses in animals were used to develop behavioral approaches
to treat panic symptoms in humans (Barlow & Allen, 2004). New
interventions based on basic science findings therefore may often
begin first through evaluation in animals and then progress through
typical human samples, mildly impaired clinical samples, and then
more severe clinical samples before being broadly implemented
(Tashiro & Mortensen, 2006). Therefore, for a translational con-
struct to be optimally useful, the basic processes that explain
variation in typical behavior must also be shown to explain
between-groups differences with atypical behavior, and within-
group variation in atypical populations.

A final criterion which has turned out to be an obstacle imped-
ing the translation of advances in cognitive neuroscience to clinical
research and practice is that research instruments (e.g., functional
MRI tasks) are not always suitable “off the shelf” for clinical
application and therefore might hinder progress in identifying
clinically relevant targets of treatment, biomarkers, or endopheno-
types (Cohen & Insel, 2008). For experimental tasks and probes to
serve a true translational function, they must be robust and sensi-
tive to produce reliable results in both typical and atypical (clini-
cal) populations, detect changes in clinical state necessary to assess
the effects of treatment, and be feasible and appropriate for use in
challenging populations.
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Mentalizing as Translational Construct

In all then, translational research seeks to uncover domains of
functioning or mechanisms or constructs that can be studied across
the full spectrum of the translational process all the way from basic
science (e.g., animal studies, bench studies, laboratory studies in
basic psychological sciences) and typical human behavior, to at-
risk populations, right through to the most severe psychiatric
disorders. Moreover, such a construct must refer to a psychological
or biological process that is modifiable or malleable so that it can
be a realistic treatment target, while at the same time it must be
central in the chain of causation of the condition. Here, the chal-
lenge to translational research for mental health problems becomes
clearly apparent. It is hard to think of many constructs that have
been empirically defined in terms of their genomics, neurocir-
cuitry, neurocognitive functioning, psychological function, and
behavioral phenotype, while at the same time demonstrating mal-
leability as treatment target. In this special issue, although we
acknowledge that much work is still to be done, we explore the
appropriateness and potential of mentalizing as a construct that
may be translational in this regard.

The concept of mentalizing has been in use in psychoanalytic
literature since the 1970s (Allen, 2003; Marty, 1991; Marty &
M’Uzan, 1963) to refer to the process of mental elaboration,
including symbolization, which lead to the transformation and
elaboration of drive-affect experiences as mental phenomena and
structures (Lecours & Bouchard, 1997). It was incorporated into
the neurobiological and developmental literature (Frith, 1992;
Morton, 1989) in the 1980s and 1990s, where it has been used
interchangeably with the more frequently used concept of ‘theory
of mind’ (ToM). Premack and Woodruff (1978) coined the term
‘theory of mind’ to refer to the capacity to interpret other people’s
behavior within a mentalistic framework in order to understand
how self and others think, feel, perceive, imagine, react, attribute,
infer, and so on. The term mentalization as used in this special
issue was for the first time introduced by Fonagy (1989).

In focusing on mentalizing as a translational construct, we are
by no means suggesting that mentalizing is the “translational
frontrunner.” Reward function shows much of the same transla-
tional promise for a variety of disorders (Sharp, Monterosso, &
Montague, 2012); as does emotion dysregulation (Domes, Schulze,
& Herpertz, 2009). In this special issue, we evaluate the potential
of mentalizing as translational construct with particular relevance
to borderline personality disorder (BPD). We focus specifically on
mentalizing as a target of psychosocial intervention (because its
potential as a biomedical intervention target is premature). We
begin appropriately with an article by Sohye Kim (2015) which
represents the most basic science contribution in this special issue.
This article reviews and discusses the developmental building
blocks of mentalizing in the context of early caregiver relation-
ships with specific reference to our understanding of the neuro-
peptide oxytocin.

Next, Patrick Luyten and Peter Fonagy (2015) take one step
further along the translational spectrum by providing a neurobio-
logical understanding of the relationship between stress arousal,
attachment, and the activation of different forms of mentalizing of
particular relevance to our understanding of BPD. Specifically,
mentalizing theory conceptualizes BPD as an imbalance between
the neurobiological systems underlying four dimensions of men-

talizing: (a) automatic–controlled, (b) internally–externally based,
(c) mentalizing with regard to self and others, and (d) cognitive
versus affective. In all, this article begins to translate the basic
neurobiology of mentalizing into BPD-relevant processes and
problems.

This translation continues in the next article in which Fonagy,
Luyten, and Bateman (2015) take on perhaps the most complicated
of tasks—that is, to explain why mentalizing may be an important
treatment target for BPD. In the translational process, especially
with regard to psychosocial interventions, this juncture is often
neglected, because it requires the translation of observable cogni-
tive, neurobiological, and behavioral endophenotypes into more
abstract therapeutic targets without losing touch with the basic
process that underpins rather nebulous therapeutic targets. Fonagy,
Luyten, and Bateman address this by using the four polarities of
mentalizing (as described earlier) to formulate the aim of
Mentalization-Based Treatment (MBT) as addressing the uneven-
ness in polarities in the context of moment-to-moment changes in
current functioning. Within these four polarities of mentalizing,
the authors identify the loci where therapists should work to
restore equilibrium to a borderline patient’s mentalizing capacity.
This section of the article is extremely helpful for any person
wanting to understand or use MBT, because it not only links the
basic science of mentalizing with its clinical applications, but also
provides a clear roadmap for the clinician in terms of therapeutic
targets. The second section of the article introduces the basic tenets
of MBT as the translational end point of the bench-to-bedside
process. MBT is now considered an evidence-based treatment for
BPD (Chanen & Kaess, 2012; Choi-Kain & Gunderson, 2008;
Paris, 2008; Sharp, 2014). In their introduction of MBT, the
authors outline the MBT protocol which informs the clinician how
to manage common clinical situations based on several principles.
These include collaborative process, problem formulation and
session focus, identification of nonmentalizing processes, the men-
talizing stance, the not-knowing stance of curiosity, identification
of mentalizing poles, trajectory of session, contingency and mark-
ing of interventions, and explicit identification of clinician feelings
related to the patient’s mental processing. As such, the article
concludes with a “how to” for MBT and thereby completes the
translational process within this special issue.

Mentalizing in BPD: A Translational Model

The three articles included in this special issue provide up-to-
date reviews and position on the translational spectrum for men-
talizing and BPD. In the remainder of this article, we further
evaluate the translational potential of mentalizing against the cri-
teria of translational research discussed earlier.

Translation Not Only Takes Place From
Bench-to-Bedside, but Also From Bedside-to-Bench

This principle of translational research captures not only the
bidirectionality of the translational research process, but also three
other criteria of translational research discussed above, namely that
basic “benchwork” may include nonbiological research, that trans-
lation research requires seamless transition from typical to atypical
samples, and that experimental tasks must be robust and sensitive
to produce reliable results in both typical and atypical (clinical)
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populations, detect changes in clinical state necessary to assess the
effects of treatment, and be feasible and appropriate for use in
challenging populations.

In this regard, the field of basic child development saw an
explosion of research into the developmental origins of mentaliz-
ing capacity in the 1980s and 1990s. Although Premack and
Woodruff already coined the term “theory of mind” in the 1970s in
the context of their work with chimpanzees, it was not until
Wimmer and Perner (1983) introduced the Sally-Ann task that the
first experimental probe for mentalizing in humans was provided.
This bench work by primatologists spawned the development of
several other mentalizing tasks over the last 20 years by basic
developmental psychologists (see Vrouva, Target, & Ensink, 2012
for a review), with the newest development in this regard the use
of behavioral economics tasks to capture in-the-moment mental-
izing (Sharp, 2012). Many of these measures have been used in
translational research in borderline patients. For instance, Harari,
Shamay-Tsoory, Ravid, and Levkovitz (2010) assessed cognitive
and affective ToM in patients with BPD and healthy controls.
Using the Faux Pas task (Baron-Cohen, Jolliffe, Mortimore, &
Robertson, 1997) alongside an assessment of empathy, they dem-
onstrated impairment in cognitive ToM and empathy, but not
affective ToM and empathy in BPD patients. Impairment in ToM
was also demonstrated by Preissler, Dziobek, Ritter, Heekeren,
and Roepke (2010), who used the Movie Assessment of Social
Cognition (MASC; Dziobek et al., 2006), which is a more complex
and ecologically valid ToM task developed by basic scientists.
They showed that female adults with BPD, compared with healthy
controls, showed impaired abilities on items assessing emotions,
thoughts, and intentions of movie characters. This same task was
used by Sharp, Pane, et al. (2011) in adolescents and demonstrated
that mentalizing capacity was compromised, not by a lack of
mentalizing per se, but by overinterpretation of the mental states of
others (hypermentalizing).

Taking some of these tasks into a neuroimaging context links
the cognitive phenotype with its neurobiological correlates. For
instance, Mier et al. (2013) used three social cognition tasks
developed in basic affective neuroscience to assess basal process-
ing of faces with a neutral expression, recognition of emotions, and
attribution of emotional intentions (affective ToM) in BPD pa-
tients and healthy controls. BPD patients showed no deficits in
social cognition on the behavioral level. However, consistent with
Sharp’s (2014) hypermentalizing model of BPD, whereas healthy
controls showed increasing activation in areas of the mirror neuron
system with increasing complexity in the social–cognitive tasks,
BPD patients demonstrated hypoactivation in these areas and
hyperactivation in the amygdala, which were not modulated by
task complexity.

Although research most often occurs in the direction of bench to
bedside as described above, there are also examples from within
mentalization research where bedside research informed bench
work. The most obvious way in which this has occurred is with the
mentalization-based clinical formulation of BPD. As mentioned
earlier, the construct of mentalization has been in the psychoana-
lytic literature since the 1970s. Fonagy used it explicitly for the
first time in the context of BPD in 1989 as we currently know the
construct. This clinical/theoretical study then spawned the empir-
ical research on the mentalizing deficits associated with BPD (see
Sharp, 2014, for a full review of this research). Lewin (1952)

famously stated that “there is nothing more practical than a good
theory” (p. 169). Fonagy provided the field with a good clinical
theory to guide an important problem, and we have been testing
these ideas since the 1990s.

In sum, regarding the criteria of flexible movement from bench-
to-bedside and back again, producing basic science tasks and
experimental probes that can flexibly be applied to typical and
atypical populations, we see that mentalizing has potential as a
translational construct. However, work in this area has just begun
and we will return to some of the limitations in this regard in the
Conclusion.

Translational Research is Multidisciplinary

As discussed above, translational research only works when it is
multidisciplinary. And indeed, mentalizing has been a unifying
construct in that it has attracted scholars and researchers from
multiple disciplines. With its roots in psychoanalysis (Marty,
1991; Marty & M’Uzan, 1963), other disciplines include molecu-
lar genetics (Popolo, McCarthy, & Bhide, 2004; Xia, Wu, & Su,
2012), behavioral genetics (Hughes & Cutting, 1999), biology
(Crespi & Badcock, 2008), developmental psychology (Astington,
Harris, & Olson, 1988; Astington & Jenkins, 1995; Csibra &
Gergely, 2009, 2011; Gergely, 2008; Perner & Lang, 1999; Perner
& Wimmer, 1985), neuroscience (Frith & Frith, 2006), develop-
mental cognitive neuroscience (Gweon, Dodell-Feder, Bedny, &
Saxe, 2012; Saxe, Whitfield-Gabrieli, Scholz, & Pelphrey, 2009),
neuroeconomics (Franzen et al., 2011; King-Casas et al., 2008;
Sharp, 2012), psychiatry (Bateman & Fonagy, 2012), clinical
psychology (Fonagy, Gergely, Jurist, & Target, 2002), develop-
mental psychopathology (Fonagy & Luyten, 2009; Sharp, Ha, &
Fonagy, 2011), and family therapy (Asen & Fonagy, 2012). That
mentalizing can be operationalized, tested, and assessed in all
these disciplines speaks to its potential as translational construct.

Translational Approaches Often Consider the
Contribution of the Brain in Defining and Explaining
Psychiatric Disorder

Despite early conceptualizations of BPD as purely the result of
environmental influences, it is now widely accepted that BPD has
important brain correlates and results from complex interactions
and transactions with the environment (Goodman, 2014). This
allows for the study of BPD across multiple levels of analyses with
mentalizing as a potentially important cognitive and neurobiolog-
ical endophenotype. In this regard, mentalizing (assessed across
different levels of explanation—from cells to circuits to behavior)
has the potential to become an important translator. In Figure 1, we
have adapted Insel’s (2009) reverse translational process that is
mostly focused on the development of medication, to depict the
translational spectrum for MBT-BPD. We acknowledge that much
work is required to complete this translational sequence, especially
where biology is concerned. But we provide the figure as a
potential blueprint for future work, also acknowledging that bio-
logical targets as “translators” in the translational process are just
one option open to translational researchers.
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Translational Research Works Best When
It Is Developmental

Developmental psychopathologists emphasize that normal and
abnormal processes are not stable, but change shape across devel-
opment (Cicchetti & Rogosch, 1996). For instance, one disease
process may express itself in the same manner across developmen-
tal contexts (i.e., homotypic continuity; Costello, Copeland, &
Angold, 2011) or manifest differently across time (i.e., heterotypic
continuity; Sroufe & Rutter, 1984). Relatedly, developmental tra-
jectories are viewed as probabilistic, such that multiple develop-
mental pathways and causal influences may lead to the same
outcome, termed equifinality. Likewise, the same risk factor or
similar pathways can lead to disparate outcomes, termed multifi-
nality. Furthermore, the degree of normality or abnormality of
developmental trajectories changes depending upon developmen-
tal stage and whether long-term or immediate consequences are

being considered, such that pathology and development interact.
Therefore, greater elucidation of the developmental influences on
phenotypic plasticity is essential if we are to make a serious
attempt at preventing psychiatric illness.

Two characteristics of the mentalizing construct are relevant in
this regard. First, mentalization is, in its essence, a developmental
construct with its roots in the attachment relationship with primary
caregivers. Second, because of nearly 20 years of cognitive and
neurocognitive developmental research in mentalizing and ToM, a
normative developmental map has been charted for this capacity.
It is only against the background of this normative developmental
trajectory that atypical trajectories can be identified and evaluated
to identify biomarkers for early intervention. Identifying early
mentalizing gone awry is worthwhile in itself, and placing this in
the context of parent–child interactive patterns gives the clinician
not one, but two, strategic points of intervention.

Figure 1. Visual representation of a reverse translational process for MBT-BPD. Technically, to be considered
an endophenotype, a construct must be measurable, reproducible, and state-independent, and it should occur at
a greater rate in affected probands than in unaffected family members or in the general population and at a greater
rate in unaffected family members than in the general population (Balanza-Martinez et al., 2008). Currently, the
endophenotypes listed in the figure have not met these standards, but are included here to provide a map for
future research. Moreover, the endophenotypes listed here are relevant to mentalizing only (that is, many other
endophenotypes may be relevant to other BPD-relevant constructs such as emotion dysregulation). Likewise, the
genes described in this figure are genes that research have demonstrated to be related to BPD-relevant mentalizing or
theory of mind constructs, and do not represent all that is known about the genetic basis of BPD in general.
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Translational Research Must Allow for the
Development of Pathways to Personalized Treatment

That mentalizing can be operationalized and therefore assessed
in the research and clinical setting as discussed earlier, and because
mentalizing has been shown to be sensitive to therapeutic inter-
vention (Rossouw & Fonagy, 2012; Sharp et al., 2013), mentaliz-
ing can be seen as a malleable therapeutic target that is not only
influenced by effective treatment, but also by other moderating or
mediating factors. An immediate candidate variable in this regard
is emotion dysregulation, which has been shown to mediate the
association between mentalizing and borderline features in adoles-
cence (Sharp et al., 2011). Other mediators may include experien-
tial avoidance (Hayes, Wilson, Gifford, Follette, & Strosahl,
1996), identity diffusion (Jørgensen, 2006), stress reactivity
(Smeets, Dziobek, & Wolf, 2009), and so on. Moderators may
include several demographic as well as environmental factors. For
instance, it is well-known that women have enhanced social intel-
ligence and mentalizing capacity (Baron-Cohen, 2002) and older
children are better mind-readers than younger ones (Happe, 1995).
Likewise, a range of environmental and family variables moderate
the development of mentalizing capacity (Cutting & Dunn, 1999;
Meins et al., 2002; Sharp & Fonagy, 2008), which may include
maltreatment (Pears & Fisher, 2005). Together, these factors, in
interaction (moderators) or as a precursor or consequence of men-
talizing capacity (mediators) will shape pathways to personalized
treatment.

Conclusion

The coeditors of this special issue (Carla Sharp and Peter
Fonagy) have brought together a set of articles that we hope will
provide the basis of a constructive dialogue around the potential of
mentalizing as a translational target. In this article, we have at-
tempted to lay the foundation for this dialogue by defining trans-
lational research, describing its criteria, and discussing how men-
talization fares when evaluated against these criteria. We hope that
readers will be stimulated by the research presented in this special
issue and that Commentaries will provide the necessary counter-
points and perspectives to further stimulate this work-in-progress.
In this regard, we offer a couple of counterpoints and perspectives
ourselves.

First, there remains confusion over what is meant by the term
“mentalizing” for those not within the mentalizing field or for
those newly introduced to the term (Choi-Kain & Gunderson,
2008). Concerns include differentiating the term mentalizing from
related terms such as empathy, psychological mindedness, meta-
cognitive capacity, and mindfulness. There is also confusion as to
whether the term mentalizing should be used interchangeably with
the term theory of mind, and how these two terms really differ. In
our own work, we have understood mentalizing to be different
from empathy in that the latter is concerned with the experience
(and not just the understanding) of another person’s experience
(Eisenberg & Miller, 1987) and the fact that empathy is mostly
concerned with the other, whereas mentalizing is concerned with
both self and other and the interaction between the two. Psycho-
logical mindedness, metacognitive capacity, and mindfulness may
enhance or correlate with mentalizing capacity, but none of these
constructs requires as per definition the reflection on the minds of

others and self per se to understand and predict behavior and foster
and maintain relationships. Although these clarifications may help
ease some concerns over the mentalizing construct, future studies
that include multiple mentalizing tasks tapping into related social–
cognitive constructs in the same study are needed to more defin-
itively address concerns of definition.

Another major limitation at this stage is the fact that tasks and
measures purporting to assess mentalizing do not always correlate
well. This is partly a result of confusion in definition of mental-
izing, and partly because mentalizing is indeed a multicomponent
construct (see Luyten and Fonagy, 2015). A helpful way to begin
thinking about mentalizing capacity may be to think about it in the
same way we approach the construct of IQ; the idea being that
shared aspects of mentalizing may load on to a large general factor
that encapsulates capacity across related constructs, with addi-
tional circumscribed factors to capture unique domains of function.
This idea is supported by a recent meta-analysis of functional brain
imaging studies of theory of mind (Schurz, Radua, Aichorn,
Richlan, & Perner, 2014). In this study the authors formed task
groups that had comparable stimulus-material, instructions and
control conditions. Consistent with the notion of the existence of a
“core network” for theory of mind, overlap analyses between task
groups showed that the medial prefrontal cortex (mPFC) and
bilateral posterior temporal parietal junction (TPJ) showed activa-
tion for all theory of mind tasks. However, region-of-interest
analyses demonstrated a number of task-related activation differ-
ences along with the core-network. For instance, more dorsal/
posterior parts of the TPJ were particularly engaged in task that
required processing of mental perspectives, whereas ventral/ante-
rior parts of the TPJ were preferentially activated by stimuli that
depicted rational action of behavior. The authors concluded that
these results suggest that although functional subdivisions within a
broad brain region exist, they are graded because each subdivision
mediates a particular aspect of a global cognitive function sup-
ported by the broad region.

No doubt, the Commentaries on the articles for this special issue
will highlight additional challenges that researchers must over-
come for the construct of mentalization to meet its full transla-
tional potential. Our aim in this special issue was exactly that: to
help chart an agenda for future research to build on the empirical
basis of mentalization-based work to ultimately inform treatment
of individuals suffering from BPD.
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